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ABSTRACT:Wireless sensor networks have been used for critical applications such as security surveillance and 

environmental monitoring. Although many advanced collaborative signal processing algorithm have been adopted by 

many WSNs, previously analytical studies on sensing coverage are conducted based on overly simplistic sensing 

models (e.g., Disc model) that do not capture the random nature of sensing. In this chapter we attempt to bridge this 

gap by exploring the fundamental limits of coverage based on stochastic data fusion that fuse noisy measurements of 

multiple sensors. We derive the scaling laws between the coverage, network dens ity, and signal to noise ratio (SNR). 

We show that data fusion data fusion can significantly improve sensing coverage by exploiting the collaboration among 

sensors when different properties of the target signals are known. For regularly deployed networks we show that data 

fusion can also reduce network density and mobile networks where mobile sensors can relocate to fill coverage holes. 

Previous analytical results based on the disc model have some limitations our result helps to understand and provide 

key insights into the design of WSNs that adopt data fusion algorithms. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Recent years have made the deployments of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for many of the critical applications 

such as environmental monitoring [2], security surveillance [1] and target detection/tracking [3]. Many of these 

applications involve a large number of sensors distributed in a vast geographical area. As a result, the cost of deploying 

these networks into the physical environment is high. A key challenge is thus to predict and understand the expected 

sensing performance of these WSNs. A fundamental performance measure of WSNs that characterizes how well a 

sensing field is monitored i.e. sensing coverage of a network. Many recent studies are focused on analyzing the 

coverage performance of large-scale Wireless Sensor Network. Any WSN applications are designed based on The 

sensing performance of a network is improved by jointly processing the noisy measurements of multiple sensors by 

Collaborative signal processing algorithm.  

 

Various random data fusionschemes have been employed by sensor network systems for detection, event 

monitoring, localization, and classification. Collaborative signal processing algorithms such as data fusion will have 

complex complications sensing performance to the network-level such as coverage. As a result, most analytical studies 

on sensing coverage are conducted based onsimplisticsensing models [8]–[10], [4], [21]–[17]. In particular, the sensing 

region of a sensor is often modeled as a disc with radius r centered at the position of the sensor, where r is referred to as  

the sensing range. Sensors deterministically detect the targets (actions) inside its sensing range. Although such a 

representation allows a statistical behavior to the coverage problem, it will not capture the stochastic nature of sensing.  

 

        To illustrate the factual error of the disc sensing form, we plot the sensing performance of an sound sensor using 

the data traces collectively from a real vehicle detection experiment [11]. In the experiment, the sensor detects moving 

vehicles by comparing its signal energy measurement against a threshold (denoted by t). The probability that the sensor 

detects a vehicle (denoted by Pd) versus the distance from the vehicle. No clear cutoff limit between effective and 

ineffective sensing of the target. A similar result is observed for the relationship between the sensor’s false alarm rate 

(denoted by Pf) and the detection threshold. Note that is the probability of making a positive decision when novehicle 

is present. 
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       The key focus of this thesis is to investigate the fundamental scaling laws between coverage, signal-to noise ratio 

(SNR) and network density. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to study the coverage performance of 

large-scale WSNs based on collaborative sensing models. Our results not only help understand the limitations of the 

existing analytical results based on the disc model, but also provide key insights into designing and analyzing the large -

scale WSNs that adopt stochastic fusion algorithms. The main assistance of this paper a re as follows. 

• We derive the coverage of random network under both data fusion and probabilistic disc models. The existing 
analytical results based on the typical disc model can be naturally extensive to the context of stochastic event detection. 

With these results, we can compute the minimum network density before the deployment or turn on the smallest 

amount sensors of an existing network to achieve a desired level of sensing coverage. 

• The impact of SNR on the network density when full coverage is required. This result suggest that data fusion is more 

efficient in reducing the density of low-SNR network deployments, while the disc model is suitable only when the SNR 

is satisfactorily high.  

• Besides static networks, we also learn the coverage performance of mobile networks, in which mobile sensors 

displace themselves to fill coverage holes after the initial deployment. We extend a relocation approach that is based on 

the disc model [18] to the data fusion model. We show that data fusion results in lower network density without rising 

the moving distance of mobile sensors. 

• To verify our analyses, we carry out extensive simulations based on both artificial data sets and actual data traces 
collected from 20 sensors. The simulation results validate our analytical results under a variety of practical settings. 

 

II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 

 Many sensor network systems have included various data fusion schemes to progress the system performance. 

In the surveillance system based on MICA2 motes [1], the system false alarm rate is condensed by fusing the detection 

decisions made by several sensors. In the DARPA SensIT project [11], advanced data fusion techniques have been 

employed in a number of algorithms and protocols designed for target detection [3], [12], localization and classification 

[11], [12]. Despite the wide adoption of data fusion in practice, the performance analysis of large -scale fusion-based 

WSNs has received little concentration. There is vast literature on stochastic signal detection based on multisensordata 

fusion. Early works  focus on small-scale powerful sensor networks (e.g., several radars). The theories on decentralized 

detection are surveyed already. Recent studies on data fusion have considered the exact properties of WSNs such as 

sensors’ spatial allocation [11], [12], limited sensing/communication capability, and sensor breakdown]. However, 

these studies focus on analyzing the optimal fusion strategy that maximize the system performance  

 

          As one of the most basic issues in WSNs, the coverage problem has involved significant research attention. 

Previous works fall into two categories—namely, coverage maintenance algorithms/protocol and speculative analysis 

of coverage performance. These two categories are reviewed briefly as fo llows, respectively. Early work] quantify 

sensing coverage by theLength of target’s path where the accumulative observations of sensors are maximum or 

minimum. However, these works focus on devising algorithms for finding the target ’s paths with definite level of 

coverage. Several algorithms and protocols [9]  are designed to keep sensing coverage using the minimum number of 

sensors. However, the efficiency of these schemes largely relies on the statement that sensors have spherical sensing 

regions and deterministic sensing Capability. Several recent studies on the coverage problem have adopted probabilistic 

sensing models. The mathematical results in [10] show that the coverage of a network can be expanded by the support 

of sensors through data fusion. However, these studies do not quantify the enhancement of coverage due to data fusion 

techniques. Different from our focus on analyzing the basic limits of coverage in WSNs, all of these studies aim to 

devise algorithms and protocols for coverage maintenance. 

 

A. Sensor Measurement and Network Models 

 

   We assume that sensors perform detection by measuring the energy of signals emitted by the target.2 the energy of 

most substantial signals (e.g., acoustic and electromagnetic signals) attenuates with the space from the signal source. 

Suppose sensor is meters away from the object that emits a signal of energy. 

      The sensor measurements are contaminated by additive unsystematic noises from sensor hardware or environment. 

Depending on the suggestion that the target is absent (H0) or present (H1), the measurement of sensor i , denoted by yi , 

is given by 
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 H0 :yi = ni      H1 : yi = si + ni 

where is the energy of noise experience by sensor . We 

assume that the noise ni at each sensor follows the normal distribution. 

     We consider two consumption schemes, i.e., random 

andregularnetworks. In the random networks, the positions of sensors are uniformly and independently distributed in 

the region. Such a deployment scenario can be modeled as a stationary two -dimensional Poisson point process. Let 

denote the density of the underlying Poisson point process. 

 

B. Data Fusion Model 

          Data fusion can improve the performance of finding systems by jointly taking into account the noisy 

measurements of several sensors. There exist two basic data fusion schemes—namely, decision fusion and value 

fusion. In decision fusion, each sensor makes a local decision based on its capacity and sends its decision to the cluster 

head, which makes a system decision according to the local decisions. The best decision fusion rule has been obtained 

in [12]. In value fusion, each sensor sends its measurements to the cluster head, which makes the finding decision 

based on the received measurements. In this document, we focus on value fusion, as it usually has better detection 

performance than decision fusion. A practical solution is to adopt equal constant weights for all sensors’ measurements. 

The measurements from different sensors are treated in the same way, the sensors faraway from the target should be 

expelled from data fusion as their measurements suffer low SNRs.  

          The coverage of mobile phone WSNs with random sensor mobility have been studied based on the disc model in 

[36]. In this paper, we focus on quantifying the enhancement of coverage in the mobile network with limited sensor 

mobility due to data fusion. 

 

III. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 

Sensors are deployed in a vast two-dimensional geographical region.We consider two deployment schemes, i.e., 

random and regular networks. In the random networks, the positions of sensors are uniformly and independently 

distributed in the region. Such a deployment scenario can be modeled as a stationarytwo -dimensional Poisson point 

process. Let denote thedensity of the underlying Poisson point process. 

 

IV. CONCLUS ION 
 

The sensor measurements from different sensors are fused and have to make decision by value fusion method. 

The dynamic clustering algorithm will be implemented, a cluster formed by the sensors within the fusion range from 

the possible target to make a detection decision. The optimal fusion range that maximizes the coverage of regular 

network will increases with network density.  
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